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Abstract: The #CHEARIATIRA citizen science campaign was developed in February 2019 in Torino
(western part of the Po Valley megacity region). The aim of the campaign was public engagement with
measuring NO2 concentrations in an urban area that often exceeds air quality standards. NO2 diffusion
tubes were employed by citizens under our supervision. In this paper, we present the main outcomes
of a combined approach between the #CHEARIATIRA campaign and the urban dispersion model
SIRANE. The results were validated against the available public Air Quality Monitoring Stations
(AQMS). The citizens’ passive samplers and the modelled data show a good response in central
districts both during the campaign interval and by annual projection. Traffic hotspots and sensitive
receptors (schools, hospital) have high concentrations of NO2 . Most of the study area (83% of
the tubes) is subject to an increased risk of premature death according to epidemiological literature.
Keywords: air quality; air pollution; citizen science; diffusion tubes; NO2; SIRANE; urban dispersion model

1. Introduction
Air pollution causes chronic illness, psychological distress and economic loss, especially in densely
populated areas [1,2]. In Europe, the poor air quality (AQ) is responsible of around 400,000 premature
deaths every year [3]. Italy is the European country with the highest amount of life losses related to
the exposures to airborne particulate matter (PM10, PM2.5), nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) and ozone (O3 ) [4].
The Po Valley megacity, located in the north of Italy, is a hotspot for chronic air pollution [5,6]. In
the last decades, the concentrations of some air pollutants like carbon monoxide (CO), metals (As, Cd,
Ni, Pb) and sulphur dioxide (SO2 ) decreased in many urban areas (Turin and Milan above all) [7,8];
however, some AQ legislated limits—i.e., daily PM10, annual NO2 , 8 h objective for O3 (the maximum
daily eight-hour mean of 120 µg/m3 should not be exceeded for more than 25 days over three
years)—are regularly exceeded at public air quality monitoring stations (AQMS). This scenario results
from the combination of high anthropogenic emissions (traffic, domestic heating, industrial, agricultural)
and unfavourable air circulation leading to stagnation and secondary pollutants’ formation [9–11].
The low AQ is the result of, and acts in combination with, other environmental degradation
mechanisms. For example, anthropogenic sources of air pollutants are also responsible for greenhouse
gases emissions. At the same time, both short-term and long-term air pollution can be exacerbated by
growing wildfires events [12,13], the transformation of natural emissions and atmospheric chemistry [14]
due to climate change.
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In addressing this complex scenario, the engagement of communities and individuals in scientific
research is pivotal. This process, called citizen science (CS), is based on the voluntary participation
of nonprofessional contributors to studies, assisted by scientists during design, implementation
and data analysis.
Several AQ community-driven CS projects are reported in the literature [15,16]. For example,
citizens of Imperial county (California, CA, USA) promoted a “community-based air network” to expand
the data from the existing public monitoring system (five samplers for 175,000 individuals on a surface
of around 10,000 km2 ) [17]. This study employed—like many recent CS projects [18,19]—low-cost
instruments. In 2019, citizens’ sensor data and machine learning were combined to map the urban
air quality (UAQ) of Seoul (South Korea) [20]. Besides, CS methods were used to assess the AQ of
informal settlements in Nairobi (Kenya) [21] or the effect on PM concentration from fireworks during
a celebration in Medellin (Colombia) [22]. The overall positive impact of CS on the economic, social
and health well-being of the target community is also reported [23,24]. Therefore, CS can lead to
the mobilisation of cultural, social, economic, legal, administrative and political actors to resolve
local issues.
Nitrogen oxides (NO2 and NO also referred as NOX ) are formed during combustions by oxidation
of nitrogen in air. The main sources of NOX both at regional and urban level are road traffic (Piemonte:
56%; Torino: 60%), industrial processes (Piemonte: 21%; Torino: 19%) and domestic heating (Piemonte:
9%; Torino: 8%) [25]. NOX cause health impairments such as respiratory morbidity and mortality, lung
cancer, pneumonia, stroke and cardiovascular diseases. Data emerging from monitoring activities,
baseline health information and epidemiological studies have highlighted the synergic impact of NOX ,
PM and O3 [26]. Besides, NOX are responsible for the formation of secondary PM and tropospheric O3 .
Specifically, NO2 is a good proxy of UAQ thanks to the significant difference between background
values and urban concentrations [27]. Thus, NO2 concentration–response functions should be included
in cost–benefit analysis for air quality policies and pollution reduction strategies, in order to provide
the most effective benefits to health, environment and economy [26,28].
In this paper, we present a combined approach developed in 2019 between an urban dispersion
model (SIRANE) and a citizen science campaign (#CHEARIATIRA) for the assessment of NO2
concentrations in the urban agglomeration of Torino (Piemonte region, western part of Po valley).
This area comprises 25 municipalities with 1.4 million inhabitants (4th in Italy) spread over 630 km2 .
The domain had already been the subject of a SIRANE case study focused on 2014 [29]. Indeed, a scientific
purpose of this new research was the collection of additional fine-grained atmospheric concentration
data in one of the most polluted months of the year (i.e., February). The use of NO2 passive samplers
(i.e., diffusion tubes) assured an easy deployment by non-experts and the recording of reliable point
data, as reported in the literature [30–33]. This data was compared to the outcomes of SIRANE
and validated against the available reference measurements from AQMS in Torino.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. #CHEARIATIRA Campaign
Torino Respira (Torino Breathes) is a citizens’ committee promoting the improvement of AQ in
the city of Torino and its metropolitan area. The committee supports the dissemination of scientific
information on AQ as an awareness raising tool, by involving citizens, organising meetings with
experts and lobbying the institutions to adopt measures to reduce air pollution. In 2019, Torino Respira
launched the monitoring campaign #CHEARIATIRA. This initiative involved the citizens of Torino
and a few neighbouring municipalities in the measurement of outdoor NO2 concentrations in about
300 points.
Similar to the Imperial county case study [17], the #CHEARIATIRA campaign aimed to collect
NO2 concentrations data in the proximity of residences, workplaces and leisure areas in addition to
those collected by the local AQMS. The latter, handled by the Regional Agency for Environmental
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The #CHEARIATIRA campaign was developed using diffusion (Palmes) tubes. This tool,
for the passive monitoring of gaseous NO2 in ambient air, consists of an acrylic cylinder (71.0 × 12.0 mm)
designed for the passive monitoring of gaseous NO2 in ambient air, consists of an acrylic cylinder
fitted with grey and white thermoplastic rubber caps. Underneath the grey cap, a mesh containing
(71.0 × 12.0 mm) fitted with grey and white thermoplastic rubber caps. Underneath the grey cap, a
a 20% Triethanolamine (TEA)/water solution chemically absorbs NO2 from the time the white cap is
mesh containing a 20% Triethanolamine (TEA)/water solution chemically absorbs NO2 from the time
removed to the time it is placed back (Figure 1). The resulting nitrite ions are quantified by a UV/Visible
the white cap is removed to the time it is placed back (Figure 1). The resulting nitrite ions are
Spectrophotometry referred to a calibration curve corresponding to standard nitrite solutions [34].
quantified by a UV/Visible Spectrophotometry referred to a calibration curve corresponding to
Data quality requirements and test methods for handling, installation and analysis of NO2 passive
standard nitrite solutions [34]. Data quality requirements and test methods for handling, installation
samplers were compliant with EN 13,528 norm (parts 1–3) [35–37]. Therefore, passive samplers
and analysis of NO2 passive samplers were compliant with EN 13,528 norm (parts 1–3) [35–37].
approach furnished only one value for the measured interval but with a good response with reference
Therefore, passive samplers approach furnished only one value for the measured interval but with a
methods [38]. On the contrary, low-cost chemical sensors could assess NO2 variations over time but
good response with reference methods [38]. On the contrary, low-cost chemical sensors could assess
presents lower performance and duration [39,40].
NO2 variations over time but presents lower performance and duration [39,40].

Figure 1. Passive
Passive sampler during installation (left) and operational (right) phases.
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Meteorological patterns during the campaign, considering temperature (T), relative humidity
(RH), pressure (p), wind speed (WS) and precipitation (P), are reported (Section 3.1). This data derived
from the public reports of the “Stazione Meteorologica di Fisica dell’Atmosfera” (University of Torino,
UniTo) [41] and the hourly data measured by the authors in the main campus of Politecnico di Torino
(DIATI department).
2.2. SIRANE Modelling
The SIRANE model simulates pollutant dispersion within and above the urban canopy scale
and provides hourly averaged pollutants concentrations within each street. It is based on a street
network approach integrated with a Gaussian plume model for external atmosphere (above the canopy).
Point, linear and surface emission sources are handled independently. The model includes also
a dedicated meteorological preprocessor, a photochemical module for NOX /O3 reactions and dry/wet
deposition units [42]. Over the last two decades, SIRANE has been validated both in wind tunnel [43]
and in real case studies [42,44–47]. Thus, this model grants a robust correlation with measured values
in urban domains if its input data are carefully parametrised (especially for traffic emissions) [44,48].
A graphical workflow of the model is reported (Figure 3).
A first application of the model in the city of Torino focussing to the year 2014 was recently
achieved [29]. Starting from such case study, a new scenario for the year 2019 was advanced during this
research. The traffic emissions were estimated on a network of 12,148 streets by a bottom-up approach
based on: the vehicle fleet database of the Metropolitan area of Torino released by the Automobile
Club d’Italia (ACI); the fluxes from the local traffic agency (5T s.r.l.); the emission factors computed by
the Istituto Superiore per la Protezione e la Ricerca Ambientale (ISPRA) using the COPERT model
(v.5.2.2). The latter is the reference European standard model to estimate traffic emissions by vehicle
typology, EURO standard, fuel and engine size; it accounts both exhaust and non-exhaust emissions in
urban, rural and highway settings [49]. Thus, ISPRA’s inventory—submitted every year to the European
Environment Agency (EEA)—is the Italian reference to attest the compliance of national emissions
with EU commitments to protect the population from air pollution.
Starting from 1992, the available ISPRA database (1990–2018) shows a decreasing trend of
traffic-related NOX emissions on a national base [50]. The reduction between 2014 to 2018 was
19%. Focussing to the Metropolitan area of Torino, the overall emission factor decreased by 31% in
the same interval. Despite an increase of the total vehicles fleet (+3.3%), this trend is most likely due to
the replacement of vehicles with others with lower emission factors (recent EURO classes, hybrids).
Considering the same traffic fluxes of the 2014’s study [29] (further updated data was not available),
the emissions on the street network were updated using the most recent ISPRA’s emission factors
(2019) and local COPERT-based vehicle fleet (2018).
The other contributions to emissions were estimated starting from the last release (2013) of
the Inventory of Regional Emissions in Atmosphere (IREA) [25]. Unfortunately, this public data is
quite dated and available only with the spatial resolution of the whole city. Thus, the total domestic
heating emissions of Torino were disaggregated using buildings data and considering the coverage of
the existing district heating network (TLR). This data was then adjusted by −20% following the trend
of domestic heating emissions for the whole Piemonte region determined by ISPRA [51]. The main
industrial plants, the incinerator (TRM) and urban tunnels were handled as point emissions like in 20140 s
case study. Residual emissions were homogeneously distributed in the city. Furthermore, the inputs
corresponding to the background pollution (from suburban areas) and to the meteorological factors
were updated to the year 2019.
According to the literature [44,52], the model results were validated against measured data
at AQMS using the following performance criteria: Fractional Bias (−0.3 ≤ FB ≤ 0.3), Relative
√
Error (ER), square root of the Normal Mean Square Error ( NMSE ≤ 2), Correlation Coefficient (R),
Mean Geometrical Bias (0.7 ≤ MG ≤ 1.3), Geometrical mean squared variance (VG ≤ 1.6); Fraction in
a Factor of two (0.5 ≤ FAC2 ≤ 2).
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Then, the #CHEARIATIRA locations (receptors) were located on the computational grid using
the addresses declared on envelopes. When available, any additional information indicated on
the envelopes (front of street, courtyard, floor) was used to manually adjust their position on the map.
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error that depends on the higher concentrations of the last days of January (for the tubes installed too
early) or the lower values that occurred in the first week of March (for tubes uninstalled too late).
The descriptive statistics of NO2 concentrations for the #CHEARIATIRA dataset, the NO2
monthly-averages of AQMS stations and the main meteorological indicators (T, RH, WS) are summarised
in Table 1. In addition to the four selected sites where tubes were installed, the AQMS monthly averages
included the data from Torino-Lingotto station (LIN, urban background, Figure 4). Rainy days were
recorded only at the beginning of the Campaign (1−3 February, total cumulated rain =22.4 mm).
Table 1. Summary of NO2 concentrations of #CHEARIATIRA samples, NO2 monthly-averages of
AQMS and daily meteorological dataset for the Campaign period (1st February and 1st March).
Unit

n

Mean

StDev Minimum Q1

Median Q3

#CHEARIATIRA_raw

(µg/m3 )

274

54.1

13.4

14.3

48.9

56.3

62.3

Maximum
95.7

#CHEARIATIRA_adj

(µg/m3 )

274

60.7

13.5

15.8

54.5

62.7

69.1

106.2

AQMS

(µg/m3 )

5

70.1

14.7

54.8

-

-

-

90.6

Temperature

(◦ C)

2

7.5

3.1

1.2

5.4

8.2

8.9

13.2

Relative Humidity

(%)

2

59.1

12.7

34

52

58

64

92

Wind Speed

(m/s)

2

1.3

0.5

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

3.1

In Table 1, both the raw NO2 concentrations from the laboratory tests (_raw) and the results
adjusted after the accuracy analysis (_adj) are reported. The latter, returned an underestimation of
NO2 concentrations of 13% by the three passive tubes compared to corresponding AQMS reference
analysers. In order to obtain a more robust accuracy verification, the data in Torino have been coupled
with 11 other analogous tubes located in the proximity of public stations during similar CS campaigns
carried out in Milano, Brescia and Roma [53]. On average, the passive samplers underestimate the NO2
concentrations by 11%.
The spatial distribution of sampled data (Figure 5) displays some traffic hotspots at the roundabout
of Piazza Baldissera and close to heavily trafficked arteria (Corso Dante, Corso Inghilterra, Corso Regina
Margherita, Via Principe Oddone). High concentrations in the areas of Barriera di Milano, Cit Turin
and San Donato were recorded. The lowest levels correspond to the tubes located in the hill of Torino
(Tetti Bertoglio, Via Mongreno, Via Lavazza). All the nine sensitive receptors (Table 2) have values
above 40 µg/m3 ; one of them (Liceo Alfieri) falls within the ten highest values of the Campaign.
The tube located in the Molinette hospital has a concentration of 67.9 µg/m3 despite it was installed on
a balcony in the 2nd floor facing on an internal courtyard (not directly exposed to road traffic).
Atmosphere 2020, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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Figure 5. Map of NO2 concentrations referred to #CHEARIATIRA samples for the campaign period
by means of QGIS
2.18).
Figure 5. Map of NO2 (elaboration
concentrations
referred
to #CHEARIATIRA samples for the campaign period
the previous
observations were aggregated considering the eight subadministrative areas
(elaboration by means Then,
of QGIS
2.18).

of Torino (called “Circoscrizioni”, Figure 6). The ones with the worse data embrace the central
districts of the city (C1, C3, C4, C5). An exception is represented by C7, which has high values in the
district of Aurora and very low values in Sassi and Madonna del Pilone. The highest amount of tubes
was installed in C1 (57) while only 12 and 15 installations in C5 and C6 are reported, respectively. No
correlation between average concentration and amount of installed tubes is observed (R2 = 0.08).
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Table 2. NO2 concentrations at the sensitive receptors for the campaign period.
Site

Campaign Averaged Concentration

Yearly Averaged Concentration

(–)

(µg/m3 )

(µg/m3 )

Primary school “A. Manzoni”

56.0

44.8
48.3

Primary school “A. Berta”

60.3

Primary school “R. Levi Montalcini”

61.3

49.0

Primary school “Pestalozzi”

53.5

42.8

High school “A. Avogadro”

67.3

53.9

High school “P. Gobetti”

57.5

46.0

High school “V. Alfieri”

75.0

60.0

Figure 5.
Map of NO
2 concentrations referred to #CHEARIATIRA samples for the campaign period
“Molinette”
hospital
86.2
69.0
(elaboration by means of QGIS 2.18).
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Furthermore, the C1 is partitioned in a restricted traffic area (ZTL) and in an un-restricted traffic
area (no-ZTL). A slight variability between this two subsections can be observed (average values: ZTL
= 66.7 µg/m3 ; no-ZTL = 68.9 µg/m3 ).
3.2. SIRANE Modelling
The outcomes of SIRANE substantially agree with public measurements (Table 3). By average,
the modelled (71.9 ± 11.2 µg/m3 ) and measured (70.1 ± 16.4 µg/m3 ) data accord at the five receptors.
√
Also, the performance criteria are entirely respected for all the receptors. The FB, NMSE, MG, VG
and FAC2 falls within their validation intervals and NO2 values are associated with a low relative error
(ER = 0.24–0.34). Conversely, a moderate correlation (R = 0.57–0.67) is observed. This result depends
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on the variance between the hourly modulation of emissions and the real (day-by-day) patterns of
pollutants releases. For example, in some traffic stations (Consolata, Rebaudengo), some of high daily
peaks are intrinsically underestimated by the model (like the maximum of 269 µg/m3 recorded the 26
February 2019 in Rebaudengo, which represents the 4th highest value of the decade). The station
of Lingotto has the worst performances and presents a substantial average overestimation of NO2
concentrations. Conversely, Rebaudengo has the best computational results among the five sites.
In Figure 7 the time-series of this station—showing SIRANE modelled (blue) and AQMS measured
(orange) NO2 concentrations—is reported. Compared to the background values used for SIRANE
(green), the contribution of local emissions sources within the city boarders is evident. The results fit
with the previous applications of SIRANE [44,46] and, therefore, confirm the consistency of the SIRANE
case study.
Table 3. Comparison of mean, max and median concentration and performance parameters of SIRANE
against AQMS monitored values.
Beinasco-TRM Torino-Consolata

Torino-Lingotto

Torino-Rebaudengo Torino-Rubino

Cmean

SIRANE
AQMS

64.1
58.1

76.7
84.9

63.4
54.8

89.5
90.6

65.7
62.2

Cmax

SIRANE
AQMS

132.2
136.0

153.6
195.0

134.8
97.0

196.1
269.0

137.6
135.0

Cmedian

SIRANE
AQMS

60.3
54.0

72.8
82.0

59.4
55.0

84.8
85.0

62.6
61.0

0.098
√ FB
NMSE
0.354
ER
0.301
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Then, #CHEARIATIRA samples were compared to SIRANE outputs. The passive tubes located at
the AQMS show lower averaged NO2 concentrations (71.5 ± 5.8 µg/m3 ) compared to both model (76.8 ±
12.7 µg/m3 ) and public measurements (77.9 ± 17.3 µg/m3 ). Therefore, an analysis of variance (ANOVA)
was developed to check whether the means of the tubes’ and the model’s datasets at the receptors
were statistically equal or not (n = 274, α = 0.05). We found a p-value below the significance level

datasets is the highest in areas closest to roads and decreases moving far from the street network.
Moreover, the best correspondence is located in the central districts and the worst in peripheral areas.
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(1.05−31 < α), so we can affirm that, by average, the dataset of samples is statistically lower compared to
the corresponding modelling results. These fallouts occur despite the previous accuracy correction of
samples (Section 2.1). An elevated linear response (m = 0.98) is observed but this outcome is driven by
a negative zero-offset (q = −9.66 µg/m3 ). Besides, the coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.26) confirms
that the two dataset are dispersed (Figure 8). The greatest differences occur for low concentrations
of NO2 and few very high values measured with respect to model. The map of tubes concentrations
against modelled data (Figure 9) shows that the agreement between the two datasets is the highest
in areas closest to roads and decreases moving far from the street network. Moreover, the best
correspondence is located in the central districts and the worst in peripheral areas.
Figure 7. Time plot of NO2 concentrations at Rebaudengo (elaboration by means of Python 3.6.5).

Figure 8. Statistical distribution of average NO2 concentrations modelled by SIRANE (_Mod) and
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Figure 9. Map of average NO2 concentrations modelled by SIRANE with #CHEARIATIRA samples
for the campaign period (elaboration by means of QGIS 2.18).

4. Exposure Assessment
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The assessment of population exposure refers to the legislated values. Indeed, in order to
correlate the data with the mean annual NO2 limit, the results of the Campaign were projected on a
on a yearly time scale using the average ratio between NO2 concentrations recorded in February
yearly time scale using the average ratio between NO2 concentrations recorded in February and the
and the corresponding annual values. The calculation was made on the last four years using the five
corresponding annual values. The calculation was made on the last four years using the five ARPA
ARPA datasets. The resulting ratio is 0.80 ± 0.05. This value, multiplied by the campaign records,
datasets. The resulting ratio is 0.80 ± 0.05. This value, multiplied by the campaign records, foresees
foresees the corresponding yearly concentrations (orange, Figure 10).
the corresponding yearly concentrations (orange, Figure 10).

Figure 10. Distribution of #CHEARIATIRA samples for the campaign period (blue) and annual
projection (orange).

An annual decrease compared to the data recorded in February (blue, Figure 10) was observed.
However, 84% of the samples still exceeded the 40 µg/m3 threshold. The majority of extrapolated data
ranged between 45 µg/m3 and 55 µg/m3 . Similar values were observed in the CS campaign of Milano
(84%), but not in Roma (60%) and Brescia (10%) [53].
These results are confirmed by the values computed by the model for the whole 2019 (Figure 11).
As expected, the yearly NO2 concentrations are significantly lower than in February. The results
accord to the reduction of emissions (domestic heating) and the improvement of pollutants dispersion
conditions of the warm season.
The outcomes of different epidemiological studies, coupled with the results of the research, let us
foresee which areas of the city are at higher health risk for population exposure to NO2 . The EpiAir
epidemiological study, targeted to Torino and other nine Italian cities [54], found statistically significant
associations between the increase by 10 µg/m3 of NO2 concentration and mortality (natural +2.09%;
cardiac +2.63%; respiratory +3.48%). The authors affirm that “these associations were independent
from those of PM10 and O3 ” and, thus, should be accounted entirely for NO2 . In addition, the HRAPIE
project by WHO [26] affirms that each 10 µg/m3 increase in NO2 concentrations (from 20 µg/m3 )
corresponds to an increased risk of premature death of 5.5% for adults aged above 30 years old.
The authors state that this result accounts the additive effect of NO2 to the overall air pollution.

However, 84% of the samples still exceeded the 40 μg/m3 threshold. The majority of extrapolated data
ranged between 45 μg/m3 and 55 μg/m3. Similar values were observed in the CS campaign of Milano
(84%), but not in Roma (60%) and Brescia (10%) [53].
These results are confirmed by the values computed by the model for the whole 2019 (Figure 11).
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5. Discussion
The #CHEARIATIRA campaign achieved significant participation from citizens. The
distribution of diffusion tubes covered the entire city. The results are in line with the accuracy
recorded in other CS campaigns in Italy and with AQMS records for the period.
On a monthly basis, after accuracy correction, 91% of samples exceeded the annual legislated
threshold (40 μg/m3), despite direct correlation between annual limits and monthly averages should
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5. Discussion
The #CHEARIATIRA campaign achieved significant participation from citizens. The distribution
of diffusion tubes covered the entire city. The results are in line with the accuracy recorded in other CS
campaigns in Italy and with AQMS records for the period.
On a monthly basis, after accuracy correction, 91% of samples exceeded the annual legislated
threshold (40 µg/m3 ), despite direct correlation between annual limits and monthly averages should be
avoided. Indeed, 84% and 23% of tubes exceed the value of 50 µg/m3 and the AQMS average (70.4
µg/m3 ), respectively. The tubes with the highest concentrations were located close to the main urban
arteria. Some of the tubes with more concern were close to sensitive receptors. All schools exceed
the legislated threshold.
The aggregated analysis of “Circoscrizioni” shows, as predicted, that those with the highest
average concentrations (above 60 µg/m3 ) have also the greatest population density of the city (C1, C4,
C5, C3). Furthermore, these areas correspond to where most tertiary activities—attracting workers also
from neighbour cities—are located. Focussing on C1, the narrow difference between ZTL and no-ZTL
subsections could be ascribed to a limited effect of the traffic restrictions in the ZTL area, which involves
few hours per day (3 h). Considering NO2 samples, the hill of Torino shows the lowest concentrations.
However, only one tube returned a concentration below 20 µg/m3 in the whole campaign.
The model shows a high performance compared to public measurements. Conversely, some
differences between tubes and simulation could be observed.
A limit of #CHEARIATIRA approach is represented by the lack of accurate descriptions of
the locations of the passive tubes. In fact, the model receptors were mostly settled using only their
addresses (90% approximately): some of the receptors which were placed on the maps on the side of
roads might have been measured in courtyards or not in open fields. Another issue is the overestimation
in the tubes that were installed too early in January and the underestimation those that were uninstalled
to late in March (Section 3.1). Though the lab has corrected the concentrations by their real exposure
time, the error is the larger in the shift between sampling interval and assessment period.
On the side of the model, a limit is surely represented by the use of a single background
dataset for the whole domain. This limitation affects the edge areas of the domain where
the contribution of urban emissions is lower compared to suburban concentrations. This outcome
confirms the observed deterioration of the correspondence between the tubes and the model at
external receptors. Furthermore, the model lacks performance due to the terrain. We can affirm that
the model overestimates the NO2 concentrations in the hill of Torino, where most of the lowest values
of #CHEARIATIRA were sampled. Further secondary improvements will be made on emissions input
data when more up-to-date databases will become available.
Finally, apart from such inaccuracies, the campaign and the modelling results have a good
correlation. In February, both the model and the campaign showed high concentrations in sensitive
receptors and the greatest compliance is achieved in the central districts. Conversely, SIRANE’s 2019
computation and the projection of #CHEARIATIRA data on an annual basis have a greater mutual
response for suburban areas than in February. The latter is due to an overestimation of the background
concentrations of SIRANE in wintertime.
Beyond the findings, some of the limitations of this work should be highlighted. The Campaign
covered a large urban area, but the samplers were mostly installed within the municipality boarders
of Torino. The dense distribution of sensors in this city ensured a good comparison with the model.
However, peripheral areas of the study domain lack of resolution, which could have been greater
with a spreader distribution of samplers. Another limitation is the availability of only one value,
corresponding to the average conditions during the Campaign, for each receptor. Compared to other
CS [17,19,21], a replication of this study in the summertime and the implementation of low-cost sensors
and gas analysers at the receptors could ensure further point measurement of local pollution trends
over time. Finally, in line with other research [56,57], indoor measurements should be coupled to that
of the outdoors in order to assess personal exposure of population within the domain.
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6. Conclusions
The #CHEARIATIRA campaign boosted the citizens’ awareness of the AQ issue in Torino. Indeed,
the initiative has been renewed in 2020, with more participants (over 420 people and 700 samplers)
from Torino and 29 neighbouring municipalities (Carmagnola, Carignano, Fossano and Vinovo, above
all). Following the observed high concentration at sensitive receptors, passive samplers have been
installed to over 90 schools thanks to the support of a local banking foundation (Compagnia di San
Paolo). A further objective of this second edition is to compare the data with those of the previous
data set and thus increase the scientific reliability of the results. These outcomes will be discussed in
a following paper.
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